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Jupiter Stationary Retrograde 01 Feb 2005 in 12th House
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 19 Mar 2005 in 06th House
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05 Mar 2005 09:10 pm 01Ò‘45' £ Enters Rx Zone
19 Mar 2005 06:08 pm 14Ò‘06'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 06th House
The next three weeks could easily throw some kinks into your schedule and make your
routine suddenly unroutine. You have the opportunity now to iron out the wrinkles that may
have been bothering you but which were somehow still left unattended. You may be wise to
put great leaps forward temporarily on the backburner until you are sure there is nothing to
trip you up along your way when you make your moves. This may result in coming to some
reconclusions about how and with whom you deploy your creative juices. Listen to that inner
voice to make sure you heard it right, then get back into gear.
12 Apr 2005 02:42 am 01Ò‘45' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 06th House
Hectic reduplication, delays, and scheduling confusions will be straightening themselves out
after a few weeks of necessary resorting. All that remains is to put the finishing touches on
new approaches and link them all up with others who may be involved. Missed or mixed up
messages are resented or clarified so everybody is back on the same page and agrees upon
what the next step is going to be. A general sense of well-being supplants a certain unease
born of uncertainty and you get back to your healthy glow born of knowing where you've been
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and focus on where you're going.
30 Apr 2005 05:59 pm 14Ò‘06'
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Saturn Stationary Retrograde 07 Nov 2004 in 09th House
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Pluto Stationary Retrograde 26 Mar 2005 in 02nd House
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Neptune Stationary Retrograde 19 May 2005 in 04th House
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Uranus Stationary Retrograde 14 Jun 2005 in 05th House
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 22 Jul 2005 in 10th House
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04 Jul 2005 03:38 pm 08Ò•45' £ Enters Rx Zone
22 Jul 2005 09:54 pm 20Ò•28'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 10th House
Just when you think you can enjoy the limelight, you have to turn around and put some more
spin on your tale to satisfy the onlookers. That scenario can characterize the next three
weeks when your image may need some polishing and you have to resolve differences of
opinion on your status. But, a few stumbling blocks well attended to now will open up a path
of clear sailing down the road. Part of this may be that you haven't really picked up the
smaller stitches because you've not quite got the bigger picture in focus. Refocus, pull all the
threads together, and then you're on your way.
15 Aug 2005 10:44 pm 08Ò•45' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 10th House
The best-laid plans for self-promotion may have been getting tangled during the last three
weeks, but the wind is changing and you'll begin to find it easier to chart your course,
especially career wise. Correcting misconceptions about yourself is an important task to
undertake, as you can't benefit if others don't really know where you're at. That especially
applies where you are trying to nurture valuable connections that will buoy you up in weeks to
come. When you make things perfectly clear, that's just what they become, and clearing up
confusion clears the skies in general.
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Mars Stationary Retrograde 01 Oct 2005 in 08th House
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01 Oct 2005 05:16 pm 23Ò’22'Ñ ¥ Stationary Retrograde
Mars Stationary Retrograde in 08th House
This is not the most ideal period to try for a loan or lean on other people's resources to get
you through -- you may find that slow going and not terribly rewarding. If you can see it
through on your own, do so, if only by recycling what you've got and waiting for a clearer
picture of where things are going. Inner reconstruction beats buying on the open market -when you bank with yourself, the interest rate can never be too high. Rekindling a relationship
may be part of what sustains you -- look for the wind under your wings and you won't have to
flap them so hard.
10 Nov 2005 06:02 pm 13Ò’44'Ñ ¥ Â ¦
Mars Conjunct Jupiter (Retrograde)
Big plans that might have seemed right around the corner may require a bit more work before
launching them, as Mars delays its anticipated lift to your Jupiter for a bit. This may at first
spark some annoyance and frustration, but it's actually the gift of opportunity, as you'll find
there were some kinks in your design that might have developed into fatal flaws if you had
gone ahead without a second look. Now is the time to root out major power drains that could
leave you tapped out once you really ramp up to speed. Weed out the reduplications and
energy sinks so you get the bang for your buck that you intend.
12 Nov 2005 05:32 am 13Ò’15'Ñ ¥ Â §
Mars Conjunct Saturn (Retrograde)
Blockages and roadblocks that were tagged for the scrapheap may hang on a bit longer, as
Mars retreats from your Saturn and the energy needed to make the push requires recharging.
Part of the reason may be that you need to take a closer look at the difference between
kicking out the jams and kicking out your foundations. When a new broom sweeps clean, it
shouldn't sweep away the furniture as well, so spend some time making sure your supports
remain when you finally dispense with the rest. Get rid of what holds you back, not what holds
you together, and know the difference.
09 Dec 2005 09:59 pm 08Ò’14' ¥ Stationary Direct
Mars Stationary Direct in 07th House
Allowing your partner(s) to take the helm may not have worked out so well recently, but be of
good cheer, as the future looks brighter ahead. Your patience with others will begin to pay off
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as they get in tune with your efforts and you can genuinely share the mutual effort. This may
require some decision-making and putting more of your eggs into a single basket to make a
commitment strong enough to pay off. Focus on the few, not the many, but keep a watch eye
out for those who will be of future value and keep their numbers in your back pocket for a
rainy day.
08 Jan 2006 01:24 pm 13Ò’15' ¥ Â §
Mars Conjunct Saturn
Mars returning to its trajectory over your Saturn is just the thing to break through old and
stagnant barriers and get the ball rolling again. It also has the energy to kick out needed
supports from under you, so look before you strike and be selective in what your new broom
sweeps clean. A combination of force and staying power is ideal about now, so strive for a
strong but steady hand. A watchmaker's precision powered by hydraulics is the goal, where
you grind slow but exceeding small, an inexorable force clothed in subtlety and vision. Sure,
you can do that.
10 Jan 2006 03:08 am 13Ò’44' ¥ Â ¦
Mars Conjunct Jupiter
Mars using your Jupiter as a launch pad provides a lot of increasingly focused energy and
impetus to your larger and more ambitious schemes. The trick is channeling it so it doesn't
get away from you like a bucking bronco. Size up your situation and commit yourself to as
much as you think you can handle but no more. It is better to pull back just a little from the
edge than to topple over the brink because you misjudged. Because you are coming out of a
slow retro period, it's better to rev up gradually until you're fully in control of what's under your
hood.
03 Feb 2006 05:16 pm 23Ò’22'
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 13 Nov 2005 in 02nd House
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13 Nov 2005 11:35 pm 10Ò™56'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde
Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 02nd House
The coming three weeks mark a period when not only hedging your bets but replacing your
wagers may be just the right thing to do. When resources come up short, don't hesitate to
reallocate them in order to provide yourself a firm foundation and a springboard to the future.
Redesign with an eye toward giving yourself some extra padding, rather than relying on lastminute income to fill in the gap. Less is more when you streamline your operations, and that
may include reshuffling the way you present yourself on a day-to-day basis, in order to
become a better part of the flow of life around you.
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03 Dec 2005 08:24 pm 24Ò˜44' £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 02nd House
Kinks, twists, and delays in financial matters are on their way out and a return to smoother
sailing is in the works. Although delays may have been annoying, the resolutions they have
brought will benefit you immediately and in the long run. Picking up loose ends and tightening
your operation has lasting benefits, not only on your resources, but also on your opportunities
to disseminate your ideas and expand your contacts and horizons. Any headway you may
have lost is momentary and will be made up for by a smoother operation, a steadier course,
and fewer distractions over the next several weeks. Tie up loose ends and be ready to move
on to expanded horizons and a surer sense of your underpinnings.
21 Dec 2005 12:27 pm 10Ò™56'

£Leaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde 22 Nov 2005 in 10th House
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Venus Stationary Retrograde 24 Dec 2005 in 04th House
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24 Dec 2005 03:35 am 01Ò›28'Ñ ¤ Stationary Retrograde
Venus Stationary Retrograde in 04th House
During this period, what you want to hold on to and what you want to let go can be a recurrent
issue. Not so much in the outer world, but rather the inner. The set of circumstances that
really makes you feel at home and well supported emotionally and spiritually ask to be
defined or, rather, redefined. Are you where you would like to be? Are your values abiding or
shifting? What is your personal bottom line? As you address these questions, you may find
yourself redefined and more secure from within and therefore better able to go after goals on
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the outside, especially in you interaction with others.
06 Jan 2006 04:56 am 28Òš02'Ñ ¤ Â ¡
Venus Conjunct Moon (Retrograde)
Venus on pause as it touches your Moon may give you pause to reconsider how much your
desires draw you into relationships, and how you can get more out of it. An open hand means
an open heart, but glad handers can put a crimp in the joy of giving and being close. Take a
look at who has the privilege of enjoying your company and make sure it's a two-way stretch.
It's a period for emotional insight and selection, to separate true joy from simple fun, a time to
learn to treasure what you really want and dispense with what gets in the way. Turn to the
true, savor the sweet, know how to truly identify both.
03 Feb 2006 03:21 am 16Òš01' ¤ Stationary Direct
Venus Stationary Direct in 03rd House
You may have found some difficulty lately getting what you want across to others, making
your desires and wishes known in ways that are not misunderstood. A period of clarification is
now underway, during which you can clear things up and get what you need from the
immediate surroundings without having to repeat yourself so much. Partially, that's due to
general happenstance, but equally important is putting your own thoughts in order and being
sure of what you want, so you can ask for it clearly and effectively. When you are coming
from a solid place inside, your follow-through will take care of itself.
02 Mar 2006 01:35 pm 28Òš02' ¤ Â ¡
Venus Conjunct Moon
Venus making its turn on your Moon adds breadth to the palette of your emotions and you
can open up a range of subtle pleasures that might have been eluding you before. Feel free
to respond just as you feel and don't hold back waiting for something better to come along.
Loosen ties of inhibition and release inner tensions that might have held you back from
admitting what it is you really want. You can't get what you don't admit to, so honesty is the
best policy and will also have the effect of getting you out of situations you'd just as soon
avoid.
06 Mar 2006 10:23 pm 01Ò›28'
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